**SPEAKER STAND**
Extra heavy-duty speaker stand for mounting columns or conventional speakers. Locking height adjustment, with five positions in eight-inch steps from 48" to 78". Exceedingly stable. Threaded flat mounting plate 6" x 4 1/4" x 1 3/4". Collapsible with folding legs; folds down to 60" length and maximum diameter of 5 1/2". Matte-black with chrome extension. Net wt. 23 lbs.

**FLOOR STAND**

**FLOOR STAND**
**KM-201A/2**

**FLOOR STAND**


Also available with matte-black finish throughout.

**KM-212**

**BOOM STAND**

Extra heavy-duty collapsible stand with large telescoping boom arm with counter-weight. Adjustable height from 60” to 88”. Telescoping boom arm from 37½” to 64½”. Base radius: 23”. Collapsible with folding legs; folds down to 54” (boom: 48” overall) length and maximum radius of 3½”. Chrome with matte-black fittings. Net Wt. 22 lbs.

**KM-250A**

**FLOOR STAND**

Heavy-duty collapsible floor stand similar to KM-201A/2, but with three telescoping pieces. Height adjustment from 23” to 53”. Folds down to 21” total length and maximum diameter of 3½”. Chrome with matte-black fitting. Includes handy cable clamp on largest telescoping section. Net Wt. 5 lbs.

Also available with matte-black finish throughout.
Versatile two-way floor stand. Converts for use as: (1) low-profile stand with telescoping boom arm; (2) conventional upright stand. In boom configuration, boom arm adjusts from 28" to 60". In upright configuration, height adjustable from 41" to 67½". Base radius: 13½". Folds down to 34" length and 3" maximum radius. ½"-27 thread. Chrome with matte-black fittings. Includes cable clamp on vertical section. Net Wt. 8 lbs.
ACCESSORIES

**KM-160/1**
Ashtray, to attach to KM-200, KM-201A/2, KM-250A, KM-255 or KM-257/2. Chrome.

**KM-221C**
Flange adapter for microphone mounting. \(\frac{1}{4}\)" thread. Hammer-tone gray.

**KM-211/2**
Telescoping boom arm for KM-200, KM-201A/2 or KM-250A. Boom extension 17 1/4" min., 33" max. \(\frac{1}{4}\)" - 27 thread. Collapsed length: 22 1/2". Chrome with matte-black fittings. Net Wt. 2 lbs.

**KM-211/2 BLACK**
Same as KM-211/2, but with matte-black finish throughout.

**KM-216**
Thread adapter, \(\frac{3}{8}\)" male to \(\frac{1}{4}\)" - 27 female. Chrome.

**KM-217**
Thread adapter, \(\frac{3}{8}\)" female to \(\frac{1}{4}\)" - 27 male. Chrome.

**KM-231/1 TABLE STAND**
Collapsible-tripod table stand. \(\frac{1}{4}\)" - 27 thread. Chrome with matte-black fittings.

**KM-235/1**
Stereo microphone bar adapter to mount two microphones on KM-199, 200, 201A/2, 250A, 255, 257/2 or any similar stand having \(\frac{1}{4}\)" - 27 thread. Chrome with matte-black.

**KM-237**
Clamp adapter for microphone mounting on table tops, etc. \(\frac{1}{4}\)" - 27 thread. Chrome.

**KM-238**
Microphone adapter to clamp 2nd microphone to KM-199, 200, 201A/2, 250A, 255, 257/2 or any similar stand. \(\frac{1}{4}\)" - 27 thread. Chrome.